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BOQ 

S.No. DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT

1.0 WOOD WORK- CUPBOARDS, KITCHEN AND VANITY

a

100 sft.

b

400 sft.

c

15 sft

Providing and fixing modular kitchen with the shutters in 18 mm thick 
alternate hardwood commercial ply topped with 1mm thick laminate, inside of 
the cabinetry is finished with 18mm thick commercial ply with 0.8mm thick 
laminate( as/ selected shade from the catalogue). The kitchen to have three 
to 4 drawers and 2 deep drawers. The  hardware  shall  include 
Channels,Handle etc  (The  rate  doesnt  not  include  any  appliances  
like chimney, exhaust or dishwaher etc) The rate will vary is the above 
specifications are changed. These rates are based on the layout and 
final rates will depend upon the approved design of the kitchen by the 
client. All
hardware, hinges, channels to be of EBCO Brand in SS finish.

Providing and fixing cupboards with the shutters in 18 mm thick alternate 
hardwood commercial ply finished with 1mm thick laminate(Local Brand) 
inside of the cabinetry is finished with 18m thick alterante hardwood 
commercial ply with 0.8mm thick laminate( as/ selected shade from the 
catalogue). The cupboards shall have two drawers, shelves and hanging rod. 
The  hardware  to  include:  handles  (All hardware, hinges, channels to 
be of  EBCO(Brand) make in SS finish.  These rates apply to the above
specification. If the client changes any specification then the rates shall 
vary accordingly

Providing  and  fixing  bathroom  vanity  storage  with  the  shutters  in  18  
mm  thick  alternate  hardwood  commercial  ply finished with 1mm thick 
laminate, inside of the cabinetry is finished with 18m thick alterante hardwood 
commercial ply with 0.8mm thick laminate( as/ selected shade from the 
catalogue). The hardware to include: handles (All  hardware,  hinges,  
channels  to  be  EBCO(Brand)  in  SS  finish.   These  rates
apply to the above specification. If the client changes any specification 
then the rates shall vary accordingly
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